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Abstract. Blockchain using a proof-of-work consensus model
consumes enormous energy through an inefficient calculation process
called mining and is not appropriate for commercial purposes due to
its low speed and high cost. Also, blockchain using a single network
structure has a problem in that burden of each transaction in the
network affects the overall performance of the entire network, which
inevitably limits the growth of the network. This paper introduces a
new blockchain model (Equilibrium), based on a new consensus
model (Equalize) and micro chain architecture, which could achieve
high speed (scale-up) and unlimited scalability (scale-out) up to the
level sufficient for commercial purposes. Further, this paper
evidences through a statistical analysis that our consensus model can
apply to an unlimited number of nodes and thus solve the classic
blockchain trilemma issue.

1. Introduction

Blockchain was first proposed in 1991 by Stuart Harbor and W. Scott
Stornetta. The blockchain is a distributed computing ledger management
technology that can store small data in a chain-based distributed data storage
environment built on a P2P method.

At the end of 2008, a white paper was written on a decentralized
interpersonal electronic payment system called Bitcoin by an anonymous
individual or group called Satoshi Nakamoto. Bitcoin used a proof-of-work
algorithm and solved the double payment problem through a decentralized
inter-person network protocol that tracks and verifies transactions. Bitcoin is
mined as compensation for individual miners through a proof-of-work mechanism
and then verified by decentralized network nodes.

Bitcoin's trading ledger is guaranteed by a network of miners competing
for compensation in the blockchain. However, the method of consensus on
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proof-of-work consumes enormous energy, and individual miners are already
unable to mine blocks. In the end, this causes another centralization problem like
the centralization of the mining pool. In addition, Bitcoin's method of consensus
on proof of work has the possibility of reorganization of blocks, so it takes up to
an hour to reasonably confirm payment to prevent double-spending. Bitcoin
established a system to secure reliability as a currency in an innovative way of
operating based on proof of work, but there were no efficient alternatives to
expand and improve the system, and the development of services used was
limited.

Ethereum is a work-certified blockchain that is conceived as an upgraded
version of Bitcoin and aims to theoretically create almost any form of transfer or
application through a Turing-complete programming language. The arbitrary state
transition function provided by the Ethereum protocol is meaningful in providing
a platform that can be freely adjusted. However, Ethereum with advanced Proof of
Work method is also considered difficult to apply to real services in terms of
transaction processing speed, and gas created to ensure integrity within Ethereum
has a problem that transaction fees are increasingly not negligible as the value of
the Ethereum platform's internal currency, Ether, increases.

One common question about the two blockchains mentioned above is
“scalability”. Since all transfer operations must be verified by all nodes on the
network, the consensus speed is slow. There is also a problem in terms of storage
space. In the case of Bitcoin, the size of the entire blockchain currently reaches
about 341GB, and the size is increasing by 141.3% every year. Ethereum
currently has a total blockchain size of about 225GB. Compared to Bitcoin, which
simply serves as a currency, Ethereum, encompasses various types of
decentralized applications (dApps), so it needs to store additional data from these
applications.

Bitcoin and Ethereum were developed to solve problems in the public
blockchain area in an innovative way called proof of work. However, commercial
services require enhancement of the system structure for long-term R&D which
includes transaction processing speed, transaction fees, and storage problems.
Equilibrium, a blockchain engine developed by EQBR Holdings, aims for
blockchain solutions for decentralized commercial services that speed up the
transaction process, eliminate transaction fees, and solve storage problems by
proposing a new non-competitive consensus and a network architecture to ensure
scalability.

2. Concept
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A trilemma exists in a distributed system is difficult to enhance
scalability, decentralization, and security simultaneously. Equilibrium is focused
on implementing the blockchain in which various companies pursuing
decentralization and security for commercial blockchain maintain scalability.

Equilibrium is a blockchain that allows the system to operate normally if
the defect does not exceed a third of the total under the characteristics of
commercial blockchain where performance and finality are important and ensures
'finality' as recorded in the chain.

3. Architecture

3.1 Account

In Equilibrium, the state is composed of an object called an “account”.
Each account is expressed as an address of 21 bytes commencing with “0x”.
Every account has the following fields.

[figure 1. account structure]

“Balance” is the balance of a coin that is used as a currency within the
Equilibrium system. Nodes can be an equalizer when coins from the nodes
account are staked. Equilibrium's each account is controlled by a private key. A
new transaction must be created and signed with the private key to change the
state of the account. When a new transaction is sent to the Equilibrium system, the
system checks the state of the account to apply the transaction. If the conditions
are correct, the system executes the transaction to change the state. “Nonce” is the
number of agreed transactions among transactions generated by the corresponding
account to date, preventing duplication and omission of transactions generated by
a particular account. This prevents replay attacks in which other participants in the
network duplicate transactions of a particular account, and prevents omission,
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ensuring that transactions of a particular account are processed sequentially.
“Code” represents the code of an account in EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine).
Code in EVM is called whenever a transaction is executed. “Storage” represents
the state of the account.

There are two types of accounts in Equilibrium- External Owned
Account (EOA), and Contract Account (CA). The difference between EOA and
CA is in the code field and the storage field. EOA simply stores the balance of the
account so the code and storage field is empty whereas CA stores the code of
contract and state of contract.

3.2 Data Structure

In Equilibrium, a “transaction” refers to a signed data package in which
an account requests a state change within the Equilibrium system. Transactions
include the following.

[figure 2. transaction structure]

The “signature (V, R, S)” field is a common standard in cryptocurrency
and serves to verify the source of the transaction. The “chain id” field represents
the destination chain id, preventing the replay attack of a transaction to another
chain. The Equilibrium transaction nonce value sequentially executes transactions
from the source account so that transactions do not impair the integrity of the
system. The “value” field is the amount of coin to transfer to an account. The “to”
field is the destination account of the transaction. When the “to” field is EOA it
simply transfers coin. If the “to” field is CA and contains a “data” field it executes
the code of account which changes the state of the account. In Equilibrium, a
block is a data unit that stores results on consensus and verified transactions. The
block contains the following:
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[figure 3. block structure]

The “parent hash” is the block hash of the parent block. The “parent
hash”, “time”, and “bloom” are values used as standards in blockchain
technology. The “coinbase” is an account address of a node that generates a
proposal containing a transaction for consensus. The “root” is a Merkle hash of
the state. “Tx hash” is the hash of transactions included in a block. When
transactions in the block are processed, a receipt is created for each transaction,
which contains the result of execution and events while processing that
transaction. The “receipt hash” represents the SHA-256 hash of the receipts for
the transactions in a specific block. The “number” is an index of the
corresponding block, and the “round” is a natural number value indicating when
the corresponding block is agreed upon and generated. The “gas limit” defines the
maximum gas limit all the transactions in the block can use. The “gas used” is the
total gas used by the transactions in the block. For the Equilibrium consensus, the
block hash value is calculated using the hash of the block header.

3.3 Nodes

There are two types of nodes in Equilibrium - equalizer, and
non-equalizer. A node can be a non-equalizer or an equalizer based on the ‘staking
policy' of the network. To create a node through an account and become an
equalizer, the node must stake the coin from the node’s account balance. Nodes
that do not have a stake serve as the default non-equalizer.

Equalizers, which act as validators, participate in consensus with other
equalizers on the network and have permission to read and write the ledger. A
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non-equalizer is a node used by secondary service operators who use data in a
network and want to provide additional services.

The equalizer is a node operated by participating companies or
individuals in the network and plays a role in creating blocks and maintaining the
network by directly participating in the consensus. The roles of the detailed
equalizer are as follows:

● Verify and store the requested transactions and return the result
of the process

● Create and verify blocks through consensus protocols with other
equalizers

The non-equalizers are nodes that do not participate in the consensus but
only share the ledger in real-time. It is created for service nodes or network users
to participate in the Equilibrium lightly. The networking and data reception and
verification processes become lightweight for this purpose.

3.1 Network

Equilibrium’s network consists of a web of several micro-chains. There
is a main micro-chain responsible for issuing and burning coins for maintaining
the entire network and other micro-chain generated according to different business
domains. Main micro-chains can communicate with any micro-chain such as asset
movement through Inter Ledger Protocol (ILP) called Linking Solution.

In existing blockchains, all business smart contracts operate on one
chain, and all nodes run the same business logic of all smart contracts at the same
time, causing interference from smart contracts with different processing speeds.
The philosophy of the Equilibrium network is inspired by Micro Service
Architecture (MSA) and there should not be any interference except when
different business domains need to interact with each other. To this end,
Equilibrium is horizontally scalable and creates the following network structure
for independent execution of individual blockchain services in each micro chain.
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[figure 4. Network structure]

Equilibrium’s micro-chain consists of equalizers, and non-equalizers. An
equalizer knows the information of all other equalizer nodes, and the
non-equalizer reads the information of the network. The figure below is a simple
configured network.

[figure 5. Micro-chain structure]

The connection in Equilibrium consists of a request/response. Equalizer
nodes do not inform the results after processing the request while they do not
consent with each other, but data exchange in the consensus process is a partially
synchronized model that is processed synchronously.

4. Consensus
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4.1 Overview

Equilibrium's consensus process is called Equalize because it adjusts the
disorder of the ledger. Equalize consists largely of four stages: Propose, Prevote,
Vote and Commit. In the “propose” stage, the election of the proposer node, the
creation of transaction collection of the proposer node, and propagation of the
proposer node take place. In the “prevote” stage, equalizers validate the proposal
and broadcast the prevote. Equalizers can decide what stage and proposal they are
currently engaged in. In the “vote” stage, voting is conducted and collected on
proposals between equalizer nodes. In the “commit” step, each equalizer node
executes the proposed transactions to create a block and write it to the database.

[figure 6. consensus lifecycle]

4.2 Mempool
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Each equalizer node participating in Equilibrium's network has a
temporary transaction store that exists in memory, called mempool. In the
mempool, a transaction that has not yet been agreed upon is stored in the form of
a key-value with a hash of the transaction as a key. Transactions in mempool
cannot be forged because they contain the signature of the private key that caused
the transaction. Also, the equalizer that receives the transaction and stores it in the
mempool cannot be deleted arbitrarily because it is propagated to other equalizers.
Even if the node is powered off and memory is initialized, certain transactions are
not missed because all transactions are propagated to other equalizers.

4.3 Transaction Validity Check

Equalizer nodes can always receive transactions through transaction
requests regardless of the consensus process. Transactions that enter the node
through transaction requests undergo validation as follows:

● Is the size valid
● Is the structure of the data valid
● Is it greater than or equal to the sender’s current nonce value
● Is the sender’s address valid
● Is the sender’s signature valid
● Is there a smart contract to call
● Is the function included in the smart contract
● Is the factor of the smart contract to be called valid

If all transaction validations have passed, they are stored in the mempool
of the requested node.

4.4 Propose

The “propose” stage is a process for creating transactions for consensus.
A “Proposal” is a block for consensus within a round, created and propagated by
the corresponding proposer in each round.

At each round, each equalizer proceeds with the proposer election. The
proposer election is a process for obtaining priorities through a weighted Round
Robin and selecting the node with the highest priority. At this time, the proposer
of a specific round is always determined deterministically. Therefore, if the nodes
maintain the same ledger, all the proposers elected by the nodes in a specific
round will be the same. Through this, the proposer node knows that it is the
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proposer and makes a proposal, and other nodes wait for the proposal from the
proposer node.

Transactions in the local mempool combine to create a transaction list,
and only transactions in which the nonce value for each account increases
sequentially, starting with the nonce of the current account, can be included in the
list. For example, if the current nonce of account A is 20, the transaction nonce
where the source address is the address of A is 20, 21, 22, … The proposal
contains the height, round, and block at which the proposal was made, and the
proposer hashes the proposal and signs it with its private key, and propagates it to
other equalizer nodes.

[figure 7. proposal structure]

[figure 8. proposal transition]

4.5 Prevote
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The “prevote” stage is a process to decide what proposal will be voted
on. When a proposal is received, the equalizer validates the proposal: Equalizers
validate the following. 1. Does the proposal come from a valid proposer? 2. Does
the proposal include a valid block? 3. Is the proposal signature valid?

If the proposal is considered valid, equalizers broadcast prevote. If there is a
prevote exceeding 2/3 of the total number of equalizers for a particular proposal,
proceed to the vote stage.

4.5 Vote

The “vote” stage is a process to match transactions as a consensus, and
voting is conducted on the proposal received in the “propose” stage. Now, a vote
containing the stage information of this proposal and the hash of the proposal is
signed with each private key and propagated to other equalizer nodes.

[figure 9. vote structure]

[figure 10. vote transition]
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Each equalizer node collects votes on the proposal. At this time, if there
is a vote exceeding 2/3 of the total number of equalizers for a particular proposal,
the proposal is evaluated as valid and proceeds to the commit stage.

If a valid proposal is not received within a certain time frame during the
performance of this stage, or if a vote less than 2/3 of the number of equalizers is
found even if the proposal is received, the round of one's stage information is
increased by 1 and the process starts over from the “propose” stage.

4.6 Commit

If the equalizer node receives the votes on the same proposal as other
equalizer nodes, it starts a “commit” stage of creating a block through the
transaction list contained in the proposal and changing the status. This is the stage
where the blockchain is recorded and the state changes. Furthermore, the finality
of the transaction sent is guaranteed in Equilibrium.

Equilibrium's commit process is configured as follows and is included in all
consensus processes described above.

[figure 11. commit lifecycle]

Committed data is account information including blocks, transactions, and states
for each smart contract transferred through transactions, and nonce.

5. Consensus Algorithm Expansion

5.1 Overview

Just as pBFT improved the inefficiency of PoW in consensus methods,
Equilibrium achieved speed without sacrificing stability or scalability through
consensus algorithm expansion. Through a deterministic dynamic consensus
selection model based on hash functions, Equilibrium significantly reduces the
number of actual nodes that participate in the consensus when the number of
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nodes increases, Equilibrium selects the minimum number of nodes that
guarantees BFT.

The expansion of the consensus algorithm is about the selection of
equalizers through the nonce chain. The equalize described above assumes that
the equalizer consensus is pre-selected to determine one block. The purpose of the
following sections shows how to construct an equalizer consensus to determine a
block in a situation where a large number of nodes become an equalizer through
stacking.

5.2 Theoretical Background

If a consensus node(equalizer) is randomly selected for decentralization,
the following three conditions must be met: First, each node must be eligible only
once per block height. Second, it should not be possible to predict in advance the
qualifications of nodes to participate in the agreement. Finally, other nodes should
be able to determine whether they are eligible for a selection.

Given a nonce and the previous blockhead value, the general approach is
to calculate an arbitrary value, compare it with the threshold value, randomly
select a node from the participating pool, and then create a congress. A “congress”
is defined as a group of nodes selected to participate in the consensus and a
“quorum” is the minimum number of nodes required for voting within a congress.
Nodes can participate in the pool by posting their nonce chain information.
However, the participation entitlement of a node must be limited by providing an
incentive mechanism to prevent a malicious node from registering multiple nonce
chains.

To allow nodes to participate in consensus, a hash chain created as
shown in figure 12 is required. The node then randomly generates a specific seed
value to obtain a single hash chain, which is then hashed k consecutive times to
generate a hash chain. Once the nodes obtain the last value of nonce (1) and
start_height of the nonce chain, they are ready to participate in the pool using the
nonce chain.
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[figure 12. proposed nonce chain]

A node can calculate nonce with current block height h, and nonce chain index
N.

𝑁 =  ℎ −  𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡_ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

These two values are hashed, and the obtained result is compared with a
threshold referred to as “difficulty.” If the comparison outcome is true, then the
node qualifies as a candidate for the congress. The value of difficulty is
determined based on the selection probability, p, of the node.

𝐻(ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 ℎ −  1 || 𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒(2𝑁)) <  𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦

A node cannot predict the unexposed nonce of other nodes. Moreover, a
node knows its own nonce value in advance, but it cannot predict unpublished
blockhead values. Therefore, it is impossible to predict who will be a member of a
congress. A node that has passed the eligibility check publishes its own
nonce(2N) and block height h. We add a digital signature to verify the integrity of
the data to be published.

Therefore, all nodes can verify the values presented by that node,
nonce(2N) and block height h, to determine eligibility or disqualification.

We have introduced multiple signatures to reduce the number of agreed
messages. The attacker cannot create message digest without knowing
nonce(2N+1), the integrity of the message can be guaranteed by sequential nonce
2N and 2N+1, as shown below:
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𝑚𝑠𝑔 || 𝐻(𝑚𝑠𝑔 || 𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒(2𝑁 + 1))

The integrity of the message can be guaranteed by two nonce in order, as
shown below.

The equalize algorithm requires a 3f+1 size congress and a 2f+1 size
quorum to be able to tolerate f byzantine nodes. This condition is also applied to
the random selection of consensus nodes. We select a congress through a
threshold comparison as below:

𝐻(ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑟 ℎ −  1 || 𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒(2𝑁)) <  𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦

The nodes are selected in a Bernoulli process, where the success
probability is p. In addition, the selection of a congress from n nodes results in a
binomial distribution in terms of the problem of finding the probability
distribution of congress member x. From the probability distribution, when a
equalize algorithm is made by any number of nodes, x, selected in a particular
moment returns the probability value for the byzantine node to win the consensus
as below:

Assuming that the consensus algorithm can tolerate Byzantine faulty
nodes at the maximum bp rate, the maximum number of Byzantine nodes
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contained in all nodes is b = nbp. As this is an independent event, the cumulative
probability that f or fewer Byzantine nodes are selected can be calculated as

Therefore, when the probability that the Byzantine nodes exceed f is less than or
equal to Pmax_bzt, a condition can be set, such as:

We define below the cumulative probability that nodes of 3f or less are selected
less than or equal to  Pmin_node:

5.3 Results

If the number of congress candidates obtained across the network is less
than 3f + 1, the congress is not updated, whereas if it is 3f + 1 or more, an
arbitrary (first-come-first-served) 3f + 1 congress is formed. We set Pmax_bzt to
1.1e −16 and Pmin_node to 1.0e −6. Furthermore, 3f becomes 1,254, and the
probability that the number of selected nodes is 3f or less is approximately 9.6e
−7. Considering this condition, an equalize consensus within randomly selected
equalizers is possible, in which the probability that Byzantine wins is 1.1e−16 or
less. When the proportion of Byzantine nodes is maintained at 20%, the number
of participation pools that have staked is changed up to 50,000.

5.4 Application
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This expansion of the consensus algorithm allows equilibrium to run
pBFT-based equalize on large nodes. Currently, approximately 15,000 verifier
nodes are running on the Bitcoin network, whereas Equilibrium can achieve
Byzantine tolerance by adjusting the number of consensus participating equalizers
based on the Byzantine ratio depending on the situation. In the future, we will be
able to build a true web3 infrastructure by making it possible to build an
equilibrium-based infrastructure around the world using the expansion solution
and micro-chain architecture.

6. Consensus Compensation & Transaction Fee

The economy that maintains the Equilibrium network is divided into
node compensation (Equalize compensation) and transaction fee.

Equalizer compensation grants a strong motivation for participating in
and maintaining the network. Equalizers have the right to receive a fair reward
because they process transactions through operations and making blocks.

Transaction fees in the network can prevent DDoS attacks. DDoS is an
attack that succeeds when a malicious attacker repeatedly sends a large number of
requests to the blockchain network to delay or paralyze the network. Also, the
transaction fee may provide a means by which Equilibrium's equalizers receive
consensus rewards in exchange for executing transactions and maintaining data
consistency.

Equilibrium's micro-chain network for horizontal expansion introduces a
unique fee policy to maintain the network's overall economic ecosystem.

First, there are the main micro chain's fee and compensation policies.
The main micro-chain in charge of the network coin economy issues an asset
called a coin. Equalizer compensation is made through block production, and the
network coin compensation is issued through the inflation rate set during network
genesis. Network coin compensation is issued when one block is created and
distributed according to the staking ratio of equalizers. Transaction fees will be
paid by network coins and n% of the total fees for all transactions collected in one
block will be provided to block providers, while the remaining (100-n)% will be
distributed according to the staking ratio of equalizers.

Since the micro-chains within the same network belong to the same coin
economy, transaction fees operate the same way as the main micro-chain's
transaction fee policy based on network coins. However, in the case of consensus
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compensation, it can be paid as a micro-chain system token different from the
network coin. The token’s inflation rate may be different from that of the network
coin, and it is the same as dividing the tokens issued per block according to the
equalizer stacking ratio.

7. Smart Contract

Equilibrium supports quasi-Turing-complete state machine EVM. EVM
is responsible for state transitions by executing code. Once a smart contract is
deployed the following code is stored.

When the transaction’s “to” field is the contract address, and the “data”
field is not empty, all nodes execute state transitions through that code.

To deploy smart contract codes, the “to” field of the transaction is 0, and
the “data” field is the data code and the constructor argument. When a smart
contract is deployed, all equalizers load valid code in memory and make it
executable. The operation process of smart contracts is largely divided into three
stages. First, code a smart contract with Solidity for what you want to implement.
Next, compile implemented source code. The compilation results in an EVM byte
code. Finally, deploying smart contracts involves adding compiled EVM code to
block a single transaction and registering it in a blockchain. Source compilation to
EVM byte code, generate contract objects from ABI and generate transactions and
add to block. All equalizers will be included smart contract when the block is
agreed upon.

Equilibrium currently supports Solidity as a smart contract development
language. Token standards are defined as classes that support a pool of developers
and more familiar languages for commercialization services and can be inherited
so that developers can develop even if they do not have a deep understanding of
the blockchain. To reduce the vulnerability of smart contract security, all
transactions will pay a small fee in return for executing the code.

8. Linking Solution

Scale-out was difficult in the blockchain because all nodes handled the
same process. To solve this problem, sharding and lightning techniques are used.
Equilibrium tries to solve this problem through the micro chain architecture using
the Linking solution. A linking solution is an inter-ledger communication method
that allows different chains to solve and communicate with oracle issues. Data
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transmission between chains is possible and can be implemented on the
blockchain platform as shown in the figure below.

[figure 13. linking solution architecture]

Both micro chains have a smart context for linking. The user sends an
asset to the other micro chains through smart contact. In the middle of both
micro-chains, some signers detect, sign, and forward events in the form of
transactions, and observe the micro chain. Also, signers detect transactions that
are sent to a linking smart contracts that are agreed upon and sign them. Events
signed by all signers are delivered to the opposite micro-chain in the form of
transactions containing multiple signatures of signers. Similarly, there is a linking
smart contract on the opposite micro-chain, which verifies the multiple signatures
of the signers. Verified transactions are reflected in the micro-chain, which
enables asset movement between the micro-chain.

In this process, signers will be able to stake assets on linking smart
contracts and receive some of the transaction fees as compensation. However, if a
malicious singer is detected, the linking smart contract confiscates the assets
staked by the malicious signer.

9. Conclusion

In conclusion, Equilibrium blockchain solved the blockchain trilemma by
following methods:

● Scalability: Our non-competitive consensus algorithm
(Equalize) rooted in the pBFT model eliminated the
fundamental latency issue of the mining process embedded in
PoW, and our micro chain architecture overcame the limitation
of network expansion in the monolithic architecture which has
storage problems and vulnerability to transaction congestion.
Based on this, we confirmed Equilibrium can achieve substantial
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enhancement of the scalability of blockchain network up to the
level sufficient for commercial purposes.

● Decentralization: We confirmed that our consensus algorithm
can apply to a sufficiently decentralized environment (i.e., an
unlimited number of nodes) through randomly selected nodes
without sacrificing the scalability of the network and proved this
through statistical analysis.

● Security: As above, Equilibrium allows sufficient nodal
distribution and does not assume any restriction on the
decentralization of the network. Through the ideal distribution
of a large number of nodes, the security of the network can be
guaranteed.

Further, to promote the deployment of Equilibrium technology by user or
developer communities, Equilibrium imported EVM and supports almost all
forms of transmission or application of Turing's complete language-based smart
contracts.

Through the solution of blockchain trilemma and high acceptability of all
kinds of smart contracts, Equilibrium can be alternative blockchain technology to
realize Web 3.0 in the commercial sector.
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